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STATE COUNCIL OF EDUCATION RESEARCH AND TRAINING
TELANGANA STATE

READINESS PROGRAMME LEVEL -1
Class: 8                 Medium: English       Subject: Physical science

Name of the chapter : Reflection of light Worksheet No. 14 

Topic: 

  APPLICATIONS OF REFLECTION OF LIGHT

Learning Outcomes:
1. Student explains the uses of periscope by preparing it.
2. Explains that periscope and kaleidoscope work on the principle of reflection of light.
3. Applies the principles of reflection of light in day to day life.
4. Explains the images visualized in a kaleidoscope.

APPLICATIONS OF REFLECTION OF LIGHT
Using reflection of light we can make the following instruments. 

1. Periscope
2. Kaleidoscope.

Activity - 1
Periscope (Make a Periscope)

     

1. Close the ends of the box collected.
2. Draw squres at the both ends.
3. Draw diagonals to these squares.
4. Slit the diagonals with blade.
5. Fix the mirrors in these equal length slits parallel to each other with their reflecting surfaces facing each 

other. 450 angles at which the plane mirrors are fixed in a periscope. This is in Z shape.
6. Fix the mirrors formly to the box with glue or a few drops of molten wax.
7. Cut out two windows on the narrow sides of the box.
8. Your Periscope is ready for use. 

Soldiers use periscope to see enemies from bunks. 
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Activity – 2:  Kaleidoscope (making a Kaleidoscope).

It works on the principle of reflection of light. Collect 
all the materials required to make a Kaleidoscope.             
Make a kaleidoscope. You can use three strips of 
plane mirrors to make it. Based on the angle fixed     
between mirrors, it forms many images due to the 
multiple reflections. 

You are advised to visit the following link for more information
https://youtu.be/2JxG7WRN_iA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=us4XcLHJ71k

EVALUATION
Choose the correct answer and write it in the bracket given against question:
1. The angle at which the plane mirrors are fixed in a periscope is.. (  )   

A) 450 B)350 C)550 D)400

2. Periscope is very useful for ( )
A) Farmers B) Businessmen C) Students D) Soldiers

3. To get maximum number of images, the angle between two plane mirrors should be ( )
A) 200 B) 00 C) 900 D) 1800

Fill in the blanks:
4.  Kaleidoscope works on the principle of __________________________________

5.  Number of times the light gets reflected in a periscope is _________________.

6._______________________ image (type) is formed by a plane mirror. 

7.  The type of mirror used in hair dressing saloons is _______________________. 

8. Type of mirror used in a Kaleidoscope is _________________________.

9.   Periscopes are used in thefield of __________________.

10. Number of images formed when two planes mirrors are arranged parallel to each other is   _______
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